IL GOLFO
Il Golfo della Spezia, detto anche Golfo dei Poeti è famoso nel mondo. Tale soprannome deriva dal fatto che nel corso dei secoli molti letterati ed artisti vi hanno risieduto: lo scrittore D.H. Lawrence, la scrittrice e pittrice G. Sand, il poeta Lord Byron e lo scrittore P.B. Shelley con la sua consorte Mary, autrice del famoso romanzo Frankenstein.

PORTOVENERE
Fortificazioni, castelli e chiese, ciascuno con lo sguardo verso il mare. Il monumento più rappresentativo è la chiesa di San Pietro che la tradizione, seppure priva di fondamento, vuole edificata sul tempio romano dedicato a Venere. Poste di fronte a Portovenere, prossimità dello stesso promontorio, le isole Palmaria, Tino e Tinetto.

LERICI, SAN TERENZO E TELLARO
Tre perle nell’estremo levante del Golfo dei Poeti. A San Terenzo l’abitato storico si stringe intorno al castello, piccola fortificazione seicentesca. Nella parte più orientale del comune, arroccato su una piccola scogliera, sorge Tellaro, piccolo borgo marinaro recensito come uno dei più belli d’Italia.

CINQUE TERRE
Cinque piccoli gioielli tra mare, scogli e vigni. Romaggiore, Manarola, Corniglia, Vernazza e Monterosso al Mare. Lungo la costa che da Portovenere prosegue in direzione di Genova, dove l’aspro paesaggio è interrotto da brevi insenature, ecco le Cinque Terre, separate dalla seguente riviera dal promontorio di Punta Mesco, posto a dividere Monterosso da Levanto. I cinque centri storici si susseguono in un paesaggio segnato da ripidi sentieri, filari di vite, muretti a secco a picco sul mare.

---

THE GULF
The Gulf of La Spezia, which is also called the Gulf of Poets, is famous worldwide. The name is because of the many writers and artists who have resided there over the centuries: the writer D.H. Lawrence, the writer and painter G. Sand, the poet Lord Byron and the writer P.B. Shelley with his wife Mary, author of the famous novel Frankenstein.

PORTOVENERE
Fortifications, castles and churches, each overlooking the sea. The most representative monument is the church of St. Peter that, according to the tradition, was built on a roman temple dedicated to Venus. In front of Portovenere, as a continuation of the promontory, the islands of Palmaria, Tino and Tinetto lie.

LERICI, SAN TERENZO AND TELLARO
Three pearls in the eastern end of the Gulf of Poets. In San Terenzo the historical town is clustered around the castle, a small seventeenth-century fortification. Tellaro, perched on a cliff on the eastern extremity of the town, is a small fishing village reviewed as one of the most beautiful in Italy.

CINQUE TERRE
Five little jewels amidst sea, rocks and vineyards. Romaggiore, Manarola, Corniglia, Vernazza and Monterosso al Mare. Along the coast from Portovenere to Genoa, where the harsh landscape is broken up by small embayments, the Cinque Terre are separated from the Ligurian Riviera by the promontory of Punta Mesco, between Monterosso and Levanto. The five historic villages follow one another in a landscape marked by steep paths, rows of vines and dry stone walls overlooking the sea.

---

SAILING AND CULINARY EXPERIENCE
GOLFO DEI POETI E GIRO DELLE ISOLE

Borghs a picco sul mare, chiese e castelli medievali, spiagge di sabbia limosa di acque trasparenti e calme. Una crociera tra i borghi più famosi del mondo.

L'itinerario di San Terenzo, Lerici e Tellaro.

Pranzo allo Yacht Club Fezzano con degustazione di locali prodotti.

Partenza ore 10.00 dalla Spezia, Lerici o Fezzano. Visitate le Cinque Terre e le magie calate che si nascondono lungo la costa frastagliata. Approdo a Vernazza, il più suggestivo dei borghi, di una crociera a bordo di un bateau d’eté.

Cruise to the Cinque Terre and along the beautiful stretch of the port of Marina del Fezzano. A box lunch prepared by the chef of the Yacht Club. Imbarco per il rientro in porto ore 15.30, con arrivo previsto ore 17.00.

THE GULF OF POETS AND ISLANDS TOUR

Villages clunging on to a breathtaking coastline, shy villages, sand beaches lapped by crystal clear waters and pristine coves accessible only by sea. Join us on a sea cruise to discover the magical places that inspired the poets of the XIX and XX centuries. Like in a travel backward in time you may relive and enjoy the same sensations.

Departure at 10 a.m. from La Spezia, Lerici or Fezzano. Cruise in the Gulf of Poets and its islands, refreshing and prosecco.

Lunch at the Yacht Club Fezzano tasting the typical local products. After lunch we sail to the magnificent Gulf of Poets and its islands, refreshing and prosecco.

Departure at 10 a.m. from La Spezia, Lerici or Fezzano. Visit Vernazza, the most charming of the five world-famous villages overlooking the sea. From the perspective of a Made in Italy heritage vasaleti you will take yourself between sky and sea.

Departure at 10 a.m. from La Spezia, Lerici or Fezzano. Cruise to the Cinque Terre and along the beautiful coves hiding along the rugged coastline. We'll stop in Vernazza, the most charming of the five villages, for a box lunch prepared by the chef of the Yacht Club Fezzano. We'll get on board for heading back at 3.30 p.m., and arrive expected at about 5 p.m.

CINQUE TERRE TOUR

Riomaggiore, Manarola, Corniglia, Vernazza and Monterosso. Stop by the most magical coves along the rugged coastline. Monye of过高 sea bordered by bubbling coves and medieval castles, sand beaches lapped by crystal clear waters and pristine coves accessible only by sea. Join us on a sea cruise to discover the magical places that inspired the poets of the XIX and XX centuries. Like in a travel backward in time you may relive and enjoy the same sensations.

Departure at 10 a.m. from La Spezia, Lerici or Fezzano. Visit Vernazza, the most charming of the five world-famous villages overlooking the sea. From the perspective of a Made in Italy heritage vasaleti you will take yourself between sky and sea.

Departure at 10 a.m. from La Spezia, Lerici or Fezzano. Cruise to the Cinque Terre and along the beautiful coves hiding along the rugged coastline. We'll stop in Vernazza, the most charming of the five villages, for a box lunch prepared by the chef of the Yacht Club Fezzano. We'll get on board for heading back at 3.30 p.m., and arrive expected at about 5 p.m.

LO SKIPPER

Daniele, expert skipper, has all at sea a traversata atlantica, certamente di regale e crociera in tutto il Mediterraneo.

THE SKIPPER

Daniele is a very expert sailor and, during his experience, he was on a transatlantic crossing and he was also involved in hundreds sailing races and cruises around the Mediterranean sea.

THE CHEF

Simplicity and quality are the main ingredients of Carlo’s cuisine. He is very specialized in preparing seafood, in an endless variety of flavors.

THE CHEF

Semplicità e qualità sono gli ingrediente della base della cucina di Carlo. È molto specializzato in preparazione di piatti a base di pesce, declinati in un’infinita varietà di sapori.

The most “in” way to enjoy the sunset. Enjoy the sunset in the magical setting of Portovenere, tasting the local season products while sipping a glass of selected wine. The most “in” way to enjoy the sunset. You’ll be welcomed by our boat Mizar III.

Sunset Tapas

Portovenere. Return at the harbour at about 5.30 p.m.

THE SUNSET TAPAS PACKETS

The mode “ui” in order to go to the tramontare. An unforgettable experience aboard the magical caravan of Portovenere, degustation prosecco asaggio of prime international local products. Accompanied by a glass of selected wine. The mode “ui” in order to go to the tramontare. You’ll be welcomed by our boat Mizar III.
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